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The first lines of English grammar: being a brief abstract of the author's larger work designed for young learners. Author: Goold Brown; Henry Kiddle. Online version: Brown, Goold, 1791-1857. First lines of English grammar. New York: William Wood & Co., 1879 (OCoLC)903510150. Document Type: Book. All Authors / Contributors: Goold Brown; Henry Kiddle. Notes: At head of title: Brown's small English grammar improved. Description: xx, [9]-122 pages ; 20 cm. Learn about the best books for English grammar learners recommended by Smart English Learning. A big part of the book is about the vocabulary which is often confusing, with numerous examples. Longman Student Grammar of Spoken and Written English. There are not some many attempts in the ELT world to connect spoken and written language together. This is one of the best guides to go to if you want to learn how English is used on a daily basis. They explore grammar and vocabulary together! This book will come handy if you want to check your knowledge of English grammar. Like, really. In depth. It is a collection of diagnostic tests in 3 levels testing all grammar aspects including confusing vocabulary, spelling, and spoken grammar. The first lines of English grammar; being a brief abstract of the author's larger work [Institutes of English grammar] designed for young learners. by. Brown, Goold, 1791-1857. Evidence reported by judyjordan for item firstlinesofengl00browrich on January 18, 2008: no visible notice of copyright; stated date is 1857. Copyright-evidence-date. 20080118020323. The First Lines of English Grammar; Being a Brief Abstract of the Author's Larger Work. The "Institutes of English Grammar." Designed for Young Learners, A New and Revised Edition Arranged to Form a Series of Language Lessons with Exercises in Analysis and Parsing and Construction by Henry Kiddle, A. M., Osaka, Osaka Bookselling Company, Meiji 18 (1885), 12mo (5. The title page of the book states the year 1885 and the colophon states the same date (Meiji 18). A copyright date of 1882 by William Wood & Company, New York, is stated on the page behind the title page. Numerous printings of this book were made starting in 1823. They were generally published in New York by William Wood. A later (1887) Osaka printing by Daitokuan has been reported.